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Internal Meetings will be held this week regarding the planning of the upcoming ENIEC
conference in Pécs

  

ENIEC Message from Mohammad Baba

  

Dear ENIEC members, The summer has finally introduced herself in The Netherlands. I hope
that you are able to enjoy this period of time in your country. Especially in our current world
where it seems that every day a big and/or small incident is testing our ability as human beings
to live together and share this place we all call home, Earth. The ENIEC buzz is alive during the
year. Many of our members are involved in one way or the other in preparing the 10th annual
meeting in 2017. It is with great pleasure that the board can confirm that the anniversary
meeting which will be held in the beautiful city of Pécs in Hungary. It has been our ambition to
introduce ENIEC to the eastern part of Europe and vice versa. The board was able to join the
organizing committee in Pécs a few weeks ago. The report and our findings are mentioned in
this issue of the newsletter. The board is confident that we can follow up on the outcome of the
last annual meeting and express the power of the network during the 10th annual meeting in
Pécs, Hungary next year. Also included in this newsletter, is the official invitation letter of the
annual meeting 2017. The Hungarian organizing committee is inviting all the members of
ENIEC to Pécs and sharing with you the context of the area and their ideas. Let me express my
gratitude and good luck wishes to the organizing committee: István Szilárd, Lajos Bogár, Zoltán
Katz and their local supporting staff. We hope to welcome you all in Pécs from Wednesday the
29th of March until Friday the 31st of March. A tip from the board if you are planning (which I
hope you all will) to visit the 10th annual meeting in Pécs next year, is to book your flight to
Hungary as soon as possible. We are aware that for our Nordic and Southern members
Hungary is a bit further away. By booking earlier in time we hope that all of you might receive
flight tickets for reasonable prices. As the board has also experienced herself, the shuttle from
Budapest to Pécs is easy accessible. More practical information will be shared later in time by
the organizing committee. Enjoy the summer period and reading this newsletter! Warm regards,
Mohamed Baba

  

Read More....

  

http://www.eniec.eu/welcome/images/2016-07_ENIEC_Newsletter.pdf
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